Nevada Beer Lovers BCBF19 Brewers Games! Details / Instructions Sheet!
Pass, Pass, Pour!

- 4 players per team, each team is equiped with: 3 grabber-sticks, beer cups, 1 fish bowls, 1 ping-pong ball -

1 - Each team selects 1 player to fill 4 beer cups at the starting point.
2 - Using a grabber-stick player 2 passes a beer cup to player 3 who then uses their grabber stick to pass the
beer cup to player 4 grabber-stick.
3 - Player 4 pours the beer into their fishbowl.
4 - Player 1 collects the empty cups and returns them to the starting point to refill cups until the game ends.
5 - 1st team to fill the fishbowl allowing the ping pong ball to fall out is declared the winner!
6 - Winning teams advance to the next round...

Waiter Relay!

- 4 players per team, each team is equiped with: 1 serving trays, 1 pint glass, 4 beer cups on 5 high boy tables -

1 - Teams line-up at opposite ends of the of the high boy tables.
2 - Referee pours 4 cups of beer for each team and places them on athe tables, and 1 pint glass on a tray.
3 - Player 1 from each team carefully slaloms (weaves back and forth) with the full pint glass on the waiter’s
tray through 4 high boy tables down and back to their starting point, then chugs 1 beer.
4 - Players 2, 3 and 4 repeat this untill all 4 have completed the slalom.
5 - Referee determines whose pint glass has the most beer remaining to declare the winner!
6 - Winning teams advance to the next round...

Team Chug Challenge!

- 4 players per team, 2 beer cups per player -

1 - Each team member sits at the picnic table opposite the other team members.
2 - Referee pours each team member 2 beers.
3 - Upon referees signal, player 1 chugs their 1st beer without spilling and turns empty cup upside down onto
the table.
4 - After player 1 places empty the cup on the table, player 2 chugs their beer without spilling and turns empty
cup upside down onto the table. Player 3 then chugs and inverts empty glass onto the table.
5 - Player 4 then chugs 2 beers without spilling. The second beer is inverted onto the table to reverses the action.
6 - Player 3 then chugs and inverts their cup, followed by player 2, then player 1.
7 - 1st team to finish without spillage or starting early wins and advances to the next round...

